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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 

The Collective Field 
Treating Astral Deity Sepsis 

What? 

In times like these it is not enough to clear and heal the individual. Because there is a 

societal disharmony the Collective Field we all share must also be treated. This is 

because both subtle and electromagnetic energies radiate out from everybody’s Human 

Energy Structure into our global-wide human energy field. Because we all share it, this 

Collective Field can affect the well-being of all people.  

 

Each of these quantum energies, subtle and electromagnetic energies have different 

origin points within the human structure. Human electromagnetic energy begins in the 

electrical firings of the brain, the heart, and the electrically discharging sparks in every 

cell of the physical body. Human electromagnetic energy also radiates out from the 

subtle anatomy through the reflective-chakras and the reflective-layers. The Human 

Electromagnetic Field extends into the surrounding universal.  Subtle energy is 

generated by and radiates out from the nine primordial frequencies of the Harmonizing 

Network. Each is created in a different resonating chamber located throughout the 

subtle structure. These Harmonizing Network energies act a little like the chemical 

systems of the physical body making connections and stimulating actions that cause 

internal communication inside of the energy structure and between the physical and the 

subtle.  

 

For the observer these frequencies are “felt” and “heard” as tonal waves and as specific 

resonate harmonizing frequencies. Each one has a specialize offering to the whole that 

powerfully stimulates the subtle system, the Harmonizing Network. This system and its 

nine frequencies act to “hold the human energy structure together” and each 

harmonizing frequency is necessary to make up the whole individual. To understand 

how to work with this larger Collective Field we have to know how this energy goes out 

and how it impacts the world around us all. 
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A partial answer lies in what Rupert Sheldrake speaks of morphic resonance as, “a 

connection across time from the past to the present”. It is the way that members of a 

species, animals or objects take from the collective memory. Everything is energy and 

resonant. Each type has a unique vibratory rate that makes it resonant with other things 

like it.  Morphic resonance is carried outside of the confines of the physical 

manifestation by everything from crystals to biological species. Sheldrake states that 

scientific evidence shows us: “Morphic Fields exist around chemicals and other 

biological systems as organizing fields”. The resonant properties of the nine frequencies 

of the Harmonizing Network are exactly that, organizing systems that hold memory and 

purpose while they direct the actions and behavior of the larger Human Energy 

Structure keeping it vibrationally compatible. This starts to answer the question of how 

these energies impact the larger world around us. The radiant properties of 

electromagnetic energies created by the physical body and harmonized frequencies 

produced by the Harmonizing Network push out of the structure into the surrounding 

universal. There, they create a Collective Field. 

 

Why? 

 In the context of the Sacred Anatomy, the reflective layers and chakras of the HEMF 

and the resonating chambers of the Harmonizing Network work together across 

systems to make an individuated impact on the whole. As these frequencies emerge 

from the subtle structure they move into the Collective Field which holds both historic 

and present-day expressions of human life. Humanity shares what Jung called the 

collective unconscious or what Sheldrake calls a morphic field. Consciousness and 

form, health and wellbeing, harmony and discord are all sheltered here. The sum total of 

our common experience is cultivated and saved by our better angels in this subtle 

realm. This powerful Collective Field is generated by us across the planet and in many 

ways this is what defines who and what we are not just as countries but as a whole, as 

a species. 
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We can connect with the Collective Field through individual portals located directly 

beneath your axis chakras in the tribe strata of the HES primal layer. This matrix-like 

surrounding universal field I named the Human Universal Resonating Chamber in Your 

Sacred Anatomy.  It is the place in the subtle structure where we can tap into our 

connection with all humanity experiencing in a felt-sense-manner the family of man. 

This is also where we can offer healing for the many ills humankind suffers. The Human 

Universal Resonating Chamber is also how we connect to the planet. I have always 

found it incredibly poetic that the part of our structure that connects us to the larger 

human energetic also connects us to the body of our Mother Earth. 

 

How? 

In the language of Sacred Anatomy one of the most damaging problems we currently 

face is the spread of a sepsis-like infection into the Collective Field caused by a 

powerful type of Astral Deity possession. This has happened throughout human history 

in different cultures. It is a powerful and coldly unsentimental contamination that is not 

as common as other types of less virulent Astral Deity possessions.  

 

Some clients have repeated occurrences of Astral Deity infection. This kind of repeated 

Astral Deity infection happens for a lot of reasons. This is primarily because of personal 

karmic connections and unfinished relationships that have activated with ancient gods 

or goddesses. If there was some form of relationship with Set, Apollo or Isis (any god or 

goddess, really) in a past life, the veils of time and space can part and past Karma can 

be experienced contemporaneously.  

 

Please note that this type of repeated Astral Deity possession doesn’t happen to 

everyone and it is not ADS. It happens to people who are still Karmically “in thrall” and 

who are bound in some way to the long defunct Deity. It’s possible to learn about the 

ancient myths and legends of despotic rulers who were treated like gods in their time 

and who were feared and worshipped. In the 20th century there were the examples of 

Adolph Hitler the Nazi leader who murdered six million Jews, Gypsies, intellectuals and 
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infirm people, Idi Amin, former president of Uganda famous for burning people to death 

by surrounding them with a flaming tire, and Pol Pot, the author of the bloody killing 

fields of Cambodia. All humanity has both feared and loved these oppressors. The 

consistent question we struggle with is: why do otherwise reasonable and ethical people 

follow and facilitate such corrupt and evil leaders?  

 

There are a million behavioral reasons we could explore and some that might even shift 

the cultish behavior of former and current followers of such beings, but the Sacred 

Anatomy Energy Medicine treatment for this epidemic problem is to approach the 

effects of a big and infectious Astral Deity as a type of energetic sepsis in the Collective 

Field.  

 

The first thing to realize is that a profound and completely ensconced Astral Deity is 

always charismatic and can compel to themselves devoted followers. They attract 

people with a compatible resonance of one of the powerful emotions they feel all the 

time: hate, anger, jealousy, lust, greed and fear. That part is easy. Their tools are 

always lies and manipulation. Deceit and lack of emotional attachment to their actions 

and behaviors are a big factor in ADS. Shirking responsibility or refusing to shoulder 

blame for their actions are hallmarks of the presence of the type of Astral Deity. Their 

clever manipulations become more and more evident as the Astral Deity gets stronger 

over time. The longer it is possessing the person the more magnetic and powerful they 

become and even though they may be foxy and cagey they do not appear to be as 

intelligent or as compassionate as they “used to be”. The host may become enamored 

of the strong pull the Astral Deity exerts on followers believing over time that it is their 

own personal power doing this to their devotees. This collective fantasy is supported by 

the followers who become more and more obsessed, fawning, and cultish over time. 

People infected with the sepsis will willingly sacrifice their money, time, dignity, integrity, 

their families, friends, and even their lives to worship or support their Astral Deity.  
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This type of Astral Deity will generate a small inner circle of disciples who are dedicated 

beyond all reason to ideas, principles and beliefs that do not even reflect their own 

nature. Instead they suspend their own thoughts and desires in service of the “dear 

leader.” They claim to have become awakened or enlightened by the influence leader 

has exerted in their life. These sorts of Astral Deities emit a strong radiation and others 

may feel strongly affected by the intense energy in their presence. The person 

possessed cannot help it nor can the people who are following them. They have 

become addicted to the energy and dependent on the toxins spreading through their 

world. Clients suffering from Astral Deity Sepsis (ADS) which has taken hold of them 

(usually in a group) and is like a tar pit, pulling down a mastodon, causing them to sink 

deep into the infection. Then people suffering ADS may vow to follow their leader (really 

the deity) until death or... Supporters with ADS will do things that appear to be insane 

breaking their own values and norms following their charging leader off the cliff like 

lemmings.  

 

Except, the leader almost never sacrifices themselves. Never goes off the cliff. Only the 

disposable followers are used as tools. This is the tragedy. Beyond the families, 

friendships, and homes destroyed by an ADS he or she will always be save by the inner 

cohort and in most cases be protected from suicidal and self-destroying impulses.  

 

A sign you are dealing with ADS is that the client can talk about little else and somehow, 

the conversation always comes back around to the Astral Deity and it’s host. Negative 

or positive- it is the intensity that defines ADS. You want to treat anyone infected with an 

ADS including the actual host of the Astral Deity the same way. This is because 

everyone infected is toxic and dangerous to the safety and health of other people.  

 

 

 

 

 


